Genetic Genealogy For
Law Enforcement Class
The Next Generation In Lead Generation For Suspects And Unidentified Deceased Persons

Sponsor Your Location In The U.S. or Across The World
Nothing is better than catching the perpetrator, helping to achieve justice for the victim, their family, friends and loved
ones. Nothing is worse than having no suspects, no leads, no resources or time, and having no explanation other than,
"We've done everything we can."
Easily go from "Whodunnit?" to "He or she did it!" using Genetic Genealogy. Through the remarkable use of DNA,
technology and genealogy, it is possible to isolate a suspect and go from an "unknown suspect" (UNSUB) to a family
name and possibly even the perpetrator themselves quickly and easily. It really is that simple. I'm living proof.
Instead of spending hours canvassing a neighborhood, talking to endless witnesses and fielding a multitude of fruitless
hotline calls, let the DNA do the work for you.
Along with a complete genetic profile, the available technology and our training, you will have all the tools needed to
locate your suspect pool or singular suspect in many times a matter of weeks, days or hours.
Our twenty-four hour live training includes:
The background on genetics and genealogy and how it applies to these cases
Locating, identifying and understanding the technology needed
Hands-on training working with real DNA profiles and genealogy data
A workbook with cheat sheets, check lists and shortcuts
Information on available grants
Forensic DNA and Genetic Genealogy testing labs to develop the profile
Information on options to set up your Genetic Genealogy Investigations division and how to obtain support
personnel if needed.
We also offer the opportunity to review, work on or start the genetic investigation on your active cases during the class.
As a bonus, to continue building your skills, we have a private law enforcement only group specific for this training,
where you can ask questions, speak with other investigators and your instructor, while further honing your skills as you
work your cases.
Why This Instructor?
Because I have been in your position. As a major case detective, I too was tasked with figuring it all out. Usually with
little to no information. Statistics count and so does getting justice for your victims.
I didn't choose to learn DNA and genetic genealogy, it chose me when I found out that almost my entire family was not
as I had known it. I had to start from scratch and over close to 5 years, I've immersed myself in everything genetics,
genealogy and have developed the quickest way to the results - be it my family or your suspect.
I am able to take something that was totally devastating and turn it into something amazing, continuing my passion for
law enforcement and making a difference. Enroll today to join me on that path to clear more cases and catch more
people.
www.GeneticGenealogyForLawEnforcement.com

